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How To Order Your Cosmic Awareness Single Question Reading Through CAC

1) Fill Out The Form On Page 2 OR ORDER YOUR READING ONLINE at
https://cosmicawareness.org/services/cosmic-awareness-sessions-from-cac/#single_question
2) The Single Question Reading is an opportunity to ask From 1 Up To A Maximum Of 4
Important Questions. Michelle will use the Automatic Writing method to channel Cosmic Awareness
in order to provide you with an insightful answer.
3) Clearly write or type out your 1 To 4 Questions. Include a brief introduction, just enough to give a
description of yourself, such as name, age, sex, family situation, address and present occupation. Be
sure to view "How To Get The Most Out Of Your Single Question Reading" on Page 4.
4) If you are using The Form On Page 2 Send Your Order by Postal Mail To
CAC | PO Box 115 | Olympia WA 98507 AND Please Be Sure Include The Following:
•
•
•

Your Filled Out Copy Of The Form, Along With Payment By Check Or Money Order
(note that credit cards can only be processed via PayPal on our web site)
Your 1 To 4 Questions, including the brief introduction
Note that a copy of the "Cosmic Awareness Communications Release Form" on Page 3
MUST BE Read, Signed and Included With Your Order.

5) The staff at CAC will process your request and hand it over to Michelle. She will complete your
Single Question Reading and send it back to CAC for delivery to you. You should receive your
answer within a few weeks, but occasionally it may take more time. Once you receive your answer, sit
back and take it in.
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Cosmic Awareness Single Question Reading Print And Mail Order Form
Name:_________________________________________________________________
Postal Address:_________________________________________________________
Email Address:__________________________________________________________

Circle Which Of These Applies To You
• Reading For CAC Subscriber - $33.00 Per Question
•

Reading For Non-Subscriber - $43.00 Per Question

• Circle The Number Of Questions:

1

2

3

4

Email Delivery Of A Link To Your Single Question Reading By PDF Download,
Or Postal Delivery Of A Printed Hard Copy File Is Included If You Are Located Inside The US.
_____ Check Here For Email Delivery Of A Link To Your Single Question
_____ Check Here For If Your Prefer Postal Delivery Of A Printed Hard Copy File

TOTAL PAYMENT INCLUDED WITH YOUR ORDER_____________________
Or To Order Your Single Question Reading Online Go To
http://cosmicawareness.com/services/cosmic-awareness-sessions-from-cac/#single_question

(NOTE THAT All Online Orders Are Processed via PayPal)
REMEMBER TO include a copy of the "Cosmic Awareness Communications Release Form" on
Page 3. THIS MUST BE Read, Signed and Included With Your Order.
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Cosmic Awareness Communications Release Form For
Cosmic Awareness Single Question Readings,
Cosmic Awareness Trace Healings,
And Cosmic Awareness Personal Life Readings
I, the undersigned, hereby release Cosmic Awareness Communications and Michelle, the
interpreter, from any liability resulting from my understanding or use of the material contained
in my reading. I understand that what I do with the information provided is my own choice, and
that any results seemingly derived from my reading are attributed to my own innate abilities to
heal/change and are in no way a result of Michelle.
I will assume all responsibility for my health (mental, physical, spiritual). Indications,
perceived advice and information given through my reading will be applied entirely at my own
discretion, and I release both Michelle, the interpreter, and Cosmic Awareness Communications
and its Staff from all liability. I understand that all material resulting from my reading is for
informational purposes only, and that neither Michelle, the interpreter, nor Cosmic Awareness
Communications and its Staff are licensed medical practitioners.
I understand that information provided from my reading should not be construed as personal
medical advice or instruction, and that this information is not intended to treat, diagnose, cure,
prevent or mitigate any condition or disease. I understand that as an organization that is based
within the jurisdiction of the United States of America, Cosmic Awareness Communications
and Michelle, the interpreter, must protect themselves by stating that I should always consult
with my licensed health care practitioner with regard to the treatment of disease or the taking of
any medication or nutritional supplement.
Please Sign Here: _________________________________________________________________
Please Print Your Name Here: _______________________________________________________
Date: ____________________________________________________________________________
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How To Get The Most Out Of Your Single Question Reading
Include a brief introduction of yourself, about a paragraph or so is all that is needed, just enough to give a brief
description of yourself: name, age, sex, family situation, address, present occupation and what you would like
from your communication with Awareness.
You are asking From 1 Up To A Maximum Of 4 Important Questions. When formulating your questions, be clear
about what it is you are asking to about. Ask what you really want to know the Truth about, and hold within
yourself the intention and openness to receive that Truth.
Your Question(s) can be about a current event in your life, about past lives, about an immediate health issue,
about the dynamics within a relationship. You may be looking for clarification about your spiritual path. Or you
can request advice on a practice or exercise specific to your needs at this particular time.
It is suggested that you charge your question(s) with the frequency of love and gratitude, and that you envision
truths being brought forward from your Single Question Reading that will serve to uplift your soul and all of
humanity as well.
If you already know some information related to the Your Question(s), include it, so that Awareness doesn't have
to spend energy to discover what you already know or could have supplied in a few simple words. For example,
if you know you have a certain health problem, tell what you know.
Only ask the Question(s) that are really important to YOU. Be sure the answer to your Question(s) are not
readily available elsewhere, that you have exhausted every other source such as common sense, Google or selfreflection.
Please be advised that any Health Related Questions are understood to be for research purposes only and any
course of action in areas of medical treatments are to be determined by appropriate health professionals.
We try to get your reading back to you within 18 business days, but sometimes situations occur, we are swamped
with more than we can easily handle and delays can occur. If it looks as though your reading will be delayed, we
will notify you as soon as we can.
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Letter To the CAC Membership

Dear CAC Membership:
I feel compelled to share with you how powerful your personal readings are; you see, when I call Cosmic
Awareness, and our angels (yours and mine), together something amazing happens. It is likely this happens for
all Interpreters, but for me it is so powerful I feel I must share this with you:
With each personal reading/healing I am blessed to spend an hour or two with your soul. I sit in the background
and observe all the images and data Cosmic Awareness is processing through till an answer begins to form and I
am able to verbalize the response. It is a beautiful process. What makes it beautiful is your soul.
This is an abstract idea I want to get across, so bear with me. Each time someone writes out their questions for a
reading a power cord is plugged in to your heart. You are charging the words of each question. Some of your
questions are clear, straight from the heart. Others are like masks that hide the deeper question or insecurity.
Both are okay. The clear questions get more in depth responses and the others become the basis for new
openings in the future. Both are good.
Something else happens too; as our souls mingle, and the impact of what is shared between your soul and
Awareness echoes beyond me and you, it touches every soul that is involved with yours. It is a process that can
have huge implications for healing and transformation.
This transmission of healing love and gratitude energies can be magnified if you choose to write the questions
for your reading with the intention to allow any healing or awakening available to humanity be called forth in
addition to a clear specific answer for you. This changes the power potential of your questions; it amplifies them
100,000 fold. Contemplate this please as you consider committing to a reading.
I am here to be of assistance to you as you awaken to this new understanding of yourself. I welcome your
questions, input, and requests for clarifications.
Sincerely,
M

